News from MONTIPOWER
Hennef, 1 February 2021

MONTI-Werkzeuge GmbH from Germany appoints a new distributor for
industrial surface preparation products in Italy
MONTI is pleased to announce that it has recently appointed Bruce Systems as the new
representative for its surface preparation technologies in Italy.. Bruce Systems will offer expert
guidance on instrument selection and configuration, advising customers in Italy on the best Monti
Power solution for their particular needs.
Customers in Italy can discuss their requirements with Mr David Marzi, Managing Director of Bruce
Systems. With a strong technical background, they have the knowledge and experience to ensure
their recommended solution will suit the customer’s application.
Drs. Jan Frederik Doddema, CEO of the MONTI Group with other offices in Groningen, Holland,
Houston Texas and Manassas, Virginia , said, “We are delighted to be working with Bruce Systems.
We have worked with them in the past, to offer combined different solutions, and we are pleased to
continue and expand our co-operation.”
Bruce Systems knowledge of the market will be invaluable in supporting the power of MONTI solutions
to overcome issues with loose abrasive blasting to clients from Offshore to industrial markets.
For more information or a quote, please email Bruce Systems at:
General info:

info@bruce-systems.com

MD:

david.marzi@bruce-systems.com

Website:

www.bruce-systems.com

Ends-

Monti Power
MONTI-Werkzeuge GmbH is part of the MONTI Group. Under the name Montipower, the company is
leading surface preparation based on their patented bristle blasting methods since 1987. The MONTI
Power Group currently has more than 4 offices in 3 countries, with over 40 employees, of which 60%
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people are employed in the Germany. The majority of the company's R&D and manufacturing is
carried out in the Germany and for the year ended June 2020 MONTI achieved sales of nearly 20
million $ of which 90% was due to exports. The company's largest markets are the USA, Germany and
Brazil
The Company's success has been recognised with numerous international awards, recognising
achievements in technology, export and innovation. For more information visit www.montipower.com
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